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About LES 

Façade’s Magical Moonlight 
BusinessTimes 11 August 2014 

Green Building Group, Singapore offers a  lighting system 

like no other lighting systems. 

 

LES, a light emitting surface produced with advanced 

printed lighting technology, characterizes the soothing light 

emitted from the moon, providing intense night vision 

lighting from surfaces which can be seen in full focus from 

kilometers away.  

 

LES emits a soft distinctive glow, enabling it to blend 

beautifully into any building facades, creating lighting 

architectures  that could turn every architect's dream into 

recent realities.  

 

It's probably the only lighting system  specially designed to 

celebrate the  romance of the moon and  the symphony of 

its glorious light.  

  

The moon represents m
y light 
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LES | FILM 

Produced with advanced  printed 

lighting technology, LES | FILM is 

flexible and  is malleable  to  form  

any  surfaces .   It  can  even   be 

produced   in  lengths  exceeding  

10M long 
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LES | GLASS 

LES | GLASS is a patent pending technology  

that is poised to be the new  standard for  the   

glass  industry. Glass is   typically  lighted  by  

third party devices, such   as light  bulbs  and  

LED.  LES | Glass  emits  light   directly  from  

the  glass  without  any   influence  from  third  

party media,emanating 4K type luminescence  

not  attainable by  other lights. 
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LES  
is 

NON-HEAT, NON-GLARE 

and 

 NON-POLLUTING 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Special Attributes 

Heat, glare and light  pollution 
are  the  biggest   turn-off   for   

most   lighting   system.   LES   
is  developed   especially    to  

address this   technology  gap,  
bringing comfort and  romance  

right into your living space. 
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 Applications  

LES is known in the industry as: 

 

! “Lamp without bulb” 
Provide  uniform  dispersion of  light across  large 

Surfaces.  

 

! “Light-box without box” 
Provide flexible backlight to any surface shape 

without rigid box backing 
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Key Focus Strategy 

| Façade Lighting  
| Display & Signage  

| Event Lighting 
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Proposed District Lighting Program 

Glass Marquee 
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Modular Lighting Modular Lighting 
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YouTube Video 

http://youtu.be/U_t3qGIa5UU 

http://youtu.be/WsGD5Nc8zkw 

http://youtu.be/qOa3et6TSAA 

Channel NewsAsia – Bright Lights, Big Cities 

NCO Club Light-up 

Art –Of-War 
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22 Sin Ming Lane #06-74 
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